A novel approach, based on dynamic thermal vibration, is proposed to calculate the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) for metal crystalline materials from 0K to the melting point. The motion of metal atomic clusters is decomposed into structural deformation and thermal vibration. Then thermal vibration equations are established by the fourth-order Taylor expansion of Hamiltonian at the transient structural deformation positionx. As a result, the thermal vibration frequencies dynamically change with the structural deformation positions and temperatures. A parameterδ(x, T ) is newly introduced to illustrate how the thermal vibration frequencies vary with the temperature T . Besides, the modified temperature-dependent Grüneisen parameterγ(x, T ) is given. Finally, the formulae of heat capacity and TEC for metal crystalline materials are derived from the dynamic thermal vibration frequencies andδ(x, T ) as well asγ(x, T ). The numerical results of heat capacity and TEC for metals Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb show a temperature dependence and agree well with the experimental data from 0K to the melting point. This work suggests an efficient approach to calculate thermodynamic properties of metal materials for a wide range of temperatures, up to the melting point.
Introduction
Thermodynamic properties of metal crystalline materials are related to the thermal vibration of atomic clusters. With harmonic approximation [1] [2] [3] , the Hamiltonian is obtained by the second-order Taylor expansion at the lattice points. And the thermal vibration of atomic clusters is reduced to a set of independent oscillators vibrating around the lattice points at 0K. Thermodynamic properties, such as heat capacity and thermal expansion, are derived from the thermal vibration frequencies of oscillators. The frequencies of these harmonic oscillators are independent of the volume and temperature, so that the heat capacity becomes constant at elevated temperatures and the heat capacity at constant pressure is equal to the heat capacity at constant volume. In addition, there is no thermal expansion [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) is further developed by assuming that the thermal vibration frequency for i-th oscillator depends on the volume V , namely ω i = ω i (V ) [4, 5, 7] . The Grüneisen parameter, denoted by γ i = −∂ ln ω i /∂ ln V , is introduced, which plays a vital role in expressing heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC). With QHA, Motuzzi et al. [8] studied the heat capacities and TECs of 14 nonmagnetic cubic metals at low temperatures. They provided a quasi-harmonic treatment by applying the harmonic approximation at each temperature stage and Grüneisen parameter was a constant. The heat capacity and thermal expansion could be simulated well with QHA at low temperatures. However, QHA is inaccurate at high temperatures [4, 5, 7] . There have been some researches focusing on improving QHA. Gan [9] derived a compact matrix expression for linear TECs of metal chalcogenides based on mode-dependent Grüneisen parameters and the Grüneisen parameter was regarded as a function of thermal vibration frequencies. Besides, the effects of the higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of Hamiltonian were investigated by Glensk et al. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . They studied the interactions between oscillators caused by the higher-order terms and derived the heat capacity and TEC from the modified free energy with first principle theory. In addition, other researchers [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] focused on the thermal vibration frequencies by combining the ab initio density functional theory (Ab-DFT) and density functional perturbation theory with the QHA and Grüneisen parameter. The interactions of the electrons are considered by taking the local density approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as the exchange-correlation energy. The temperature-dependent heat capacity and TEC are computed and their results show smaller errors to the experiment data by comparing with the harmonic quantities.
Different from the previous works, the thermal vibration dynamically influenced by the temperature and stress is analyzed in this paper, which is essentially based on the thermomechanical coupling mechanism. In the atomistic-continuum coupled (ACC) model proposed by Cui et al. [20] [21] [22] , the Hamiltonian is evaluated by a second-order Taylor expansion at the transient structural deformation positions and the thermal vibration dynamically changes with the state of structural deformation. They provided the formula of heat capacity for crystalline metals Cu at room temperature. Besides, Albert et al. [23] studied the thermodynamic properties by applying a third-order Taylor approximation to Hamiltonian based on the quasi-harmonic approximation. The heat capacity, TEC and elastic constant were calculated at finite temperatures.
In this work, the heat capacity and TEC of metal crystalline materials are investigated, based on the ACC model. The Hamiltonian is obtained approximately by the fourth-order Taylor expansion at the transient structural deformation positionx. It should be noted that the transient structural deformation position is quite different from the lattice point at 0K under the harmonic or quasi-harmonic approximation. The transient structural deformation position changes with the temperature and the stress field. Therefore, the thermal vibration frequency of the i-th oscillator dynamically depends on the transient struc-tural deformation positionx and the temperature, namely ω
T is introduced to describe the change rate of the thermal vibration frequency with respect to the temperature. In addition, the Grüneisen parameterγ(x, T ) is modified by treating it as a temperature-dependent parameter. These two parameters are of great importance in the calculation of heat capacity and TEC, especially at high temperatures.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we establish the thermal vibration equations by the fourth-order Taylor expansion of Hamiltonian at transient structural deformation positions and obtain the dynamic thermal vibration frequencies by solving the equations with Jacobi elliptic expansion method. Then thermodynamic properties are derived from dynamic thermal vibration frequencies in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 display the algorithm procedure and the numerical examples of heat capacity and TEC for Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd and Pt, respectively. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section 6.
Analysis of dynamic thermal vibration
In this section, the motion of atomic system influenced by the temperature and stress is decomposed into structure deformation and thermal vibration. The thermal vibration equations are established in transient equilibrium state, i.e. the equilibrium state at different structural deformations and temperatures. By solving the equations with Jacobi ellipticfunction method, the thermal vibration frequencies that dynamically change with the structural deformation and temperature are obtained.
The decomposition of atomic motion
A atomic cluster consisting of N R atoms in a domain Ω R is called as the representative volume element (RVE) and it involves several crystalline lattices to characterize the microstructure of crystalline materials. Considering the interactions between the atoms in Ω R and their neighboring atoms, an extended representative volume element (ERVE) Ω E with N E atoms is defined [21, 22] , which contains all the atoms in Ω R and their neighboring atoms. The RVE and ERVE are shown in Fig. 1 . The motion of i-th atom in Ω R can be decomposed into two parts: structural deformation and thermal vibration (high-frequency vibration) [21, 22] x i =x i +x i ,
wherex i andẋ i denote the position and velocity of structural deformation for the i-th atom, respectively;x i andẋ i denote the displacement and velocity of thermal vibration for the i-th atom, respectively;
i ) denotes the instantaneous position of the i-th atom with Cartesian coordinate. The instantaneous position vector for all atoms is defined as
3 N ) and the velocity vectorẋ is defined similarly.
The structural deformation position,x =x(f, T ), is influenced by the stress f and the temperature T . In this paper, we only consider the structural deformation caused by temperature, namely f = 0. Besides, the RVE considered is in equilibrium state at different structural deformations and temperatures.
The fourth-order Taylor expansion of Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of RVE is expressed as
where K(ẋ +ẋ) is the kinetic energy and U (x +x) is the total potential energy of RVE. And K(ẋ +ẋ) is shown as follows
where
is the mass matrix; m i is mass of the i-th atom; the superscript denotes the transpose of vector or matrix. The total potential energy U (x +x) is given by
where U i (x i +x i ,x j +x j ) is the potential energy of the i-th atom influenced by the j-th atom, N R and N E are the number of atoms in RVE Ω R and ERVE Ω E , respectively. Since thermal vibration displacement is much smaller than structural deformation, the potential energy can be approximately expressed by the fourth-order Taylor expansion at the structural deformation positionx as follows
where U 0 (x) is the potential energy at the structural deformation position and is expressed as
The following first-order derivative of potential energy U (x) with respect to x α i is regarded as the force for the i-th atom at α direction
For the second-order expansion term, a 3N × 3N matrix
is introduced as follows
is a 3 × 3 matrix and its components b αβ ij (x) (α, β = 1, 2, 3) are defined by the following two cases:
Similarly, the third-order tensor G(x) = g ijk (x) (i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and the fourth-order tensor Q(x) = q ijkh (x) (i, j, k, h = 1, 2, · · · , N ) are defined respectively, where g ijk (x) and q ijkh (x) are 3 × 3 × 3 and 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 tensor and their components
The dynamic thermal vibration equations
The thermal vibration equations with different structural deformations and temperatures, i.e. dynamic thermal vibration equations, are established in each transient equilibrium state. The RVE considered in this work is in equilibrium state under different structural deformations and temperatures. Therefore, the velocity of structural deformation is zero, namelẏ x = 0. The kinetic energy in (3) could be expressed as
In addition, each atoms of RVE is in equilibrium of force. Thus, the first-order derivative of potential energy U (x) in (7) is zero, namely
The Lagrange function is L = K(ẋ+ẋ)−U (x+x), which satisfies the following Lagrange motion equation [24, 25] d dt
Substituting (5) and (13) into (15) as well as applying (8)- (12) and (14), the thermal vibration equation could be obtained as follows
whereẍ is the second-order derivative ofx with respect to time t. B(x) is a real symmetric matrix expressed in (8) and it has 3N non-negative eigenvalues ω 2 i (x) (i = 1, 2, · · · , 3N ), which could be obtained by the orthogonal transformation matrix Φ(x) with the relation
. Furthermore, we extract major items (i.e. i = j = k = h and α = β = γ ) of the tensor G(x) and Q(x) to study the effects of the high-order expansion terms on thermal vibration. While the major items of G(x) are zeros in the case that the RVE is in equilibrium state. More details about the proof of G ααα iii (x) = 0 are given in Appendix A. The thermal vibration displacementsx can be transformed to normal vibrational mode by the following normal transformation of coordinates
Substituting (17) into (16) and then premultiplying Φ (x), the thermal vibration equation of the i-th vibrator with normal coordinates s is expressed by
ri (x) is the coefficient influenced by the high-order items. The above thermal vibration equations are established at each equilibrium state of structural deformation influenced by stress and temperature, which is based on the thermodynamic coupling mechanism. The vibration equation for each oscillator could be regard as an undamped and non-forced Duffing equation [26] . Jacobian elliptic-function method is adopted here to find its nonsingular periodic-wave solution [26] [27] [28] . Hence, the vibration function of the i-th vibrator is
where cn ω i (x)t, k i (x) is Jacobian elliptic cosine function, the parametersω i (x) and k i (x) are given byω
The coefficient a i is vibration amplitude, which is related to the following initial conditions:
Since the total energy of i-th oscillator is
then by (21) and energy conservation law, we have m i (ẋ
. Thus, the coefficient a i is expressed as
The period of vibration function (19) is
By Taylor expansion, we obtain
The terms that higher than k 2 i (x) sin 2 ϕ are dropped in the next calculation since a i is a small quantity so that k i (x) 1. Then the period above can be expressed approximately
√ m i . Therefore, the dynamic thermal vibration frequency of the i-th vibrator is
The superscript d denotes that the thermal vibration frequency of each vibrator dynamically depend on the structural deformationx(f, T ) and the temperature T . Based on dynamic thermal vibration, the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient will be obtained in the next section.
Heat capacity and TEC of metal crystalline materials
In this section, according to the statistical thermodynamics [3, 7, 24] , the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) for metal crystalline materials are derived from the dynamic thermal vibration frequencies.
The formula of heat capacity
The energy E ns in n s level is given by
where U 0 (x) is the energy expressed by (6),
is the dynamic thermal vibration frequency of the i-th vibrator shown in (25) and is Planck constant. Then the partition function of RVE is shown as follows
where β = 1/k B T and k B is Boltzmann constant. Before deriving the formula of heat capacity for metal crystalline materials from the partition function, we introduce the following temperature-dependent parameter δ i to describe how the thermal vibration frequency with temperature
Besides, according to (28) and the expression T = 1/k B β, we have
Then the internal energyĒ(x, T ) can be obtained by (27) - (29) as follows
whereδ is the average value of δ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 3N ) and is expressed as
Further, the frequency distribution function f (ω) in Debye model [1] [2] [3] 7 ] is adopted here,
where C = 9N/(ω 3 max − ω 3 min ) is the normalization constant; ω min and ω max are
Besides, we denote
where θ min = ω min /k B and θ max = ω max /k B . By applying (32)- (34), the internal energy (30) can be rewritten as the following integral form
where c = 9N/(θ 3 min − θ 3 max ) and ζ = ω/k B T . Furthermore, the maximum value θ max is recognized as Debye temperature [2, 7] , namely Θ D = θ max .
The first-order derivative of δ i with respect to temperature is analyzed as follows before we derive the formula of heat capacity from the internal energy
For metal crystalline materials, the thermal vibration frequency have an approximate linear relationship with the temperature, which has been validated by 
According to the internal energyĒ(x, T ) in (30) , the frequency distribution function in (32), the expression (28), (34) and (37), we can obtain the heat capacity C V at constant volume and the heat capacity C P at constant pressure as follows
where P is the pressure, V is the volume and α V is the TEC that defined by (45).
The formula of TEC
By the partition function in (27) and (34), the Helmholtz free energy is expressed as
According to the expression of dynamic thermal vibration frequency (25) and Ref. [4, 5] , the Grüneisen parameter γ i (x, T ) is defined by
It should be pointed out that Grüneisen parameter depend on both the temperature T and structural deformation positionx in this work. Besides, the first-order derivative of θ 
whereγ is the average value of γ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 3N ) and is expressed as
When the pressure P (V, T ) remains a constant, there exists the relation
Thus, it is easy to obtain the formula of TEC as follows
According to the numerical results shown in Fig. 3 , the thermal vibration frequency change linearly with the volume approximately, namely ∂
Then substituting (42) into (45) and applying (46), we have
where C V is the heat capacity defined by (38). Therefore, by substituting (47) into (45), the formula of volumetric TEC can be written as
T is the bulk modulus. The linear thermal expansion coefficient α l satisfies α l = α V /3 for isotropic material.
Algorithm procedure
The detailed algorithm procedure for predicting the heat capacity and TEC of metal crystalline materials is stated as follows:
Algorithm 1
1: Construct an initial lattice configuration with the lattice constant a 0 (shown in Table 1) as the RVE; The ERVE is chosen as 1.5-3.0 times the RVE. Relax the ERVE by Lammps software with the NPT ensemble at T with the pressure P = 0;
5:
Compute the current temperature T cur ;
6:
until T cur is steadily near the temperature T
7:
Record the current average structural deformation positionx(T ) and velocityẋ of atoms in RVE and ERVE;
8:
Build the matrix B(x) according to (8)-(10) and the tensor Q(x) expressed by (12) at the structural deformation positionx(T ), respectively. (28) and (41) at different temperatures. Therefore, the heat capacity C V and C P , and the TEC α V at different temperatures could be obtained by (38), (39), (45), respectively.
Numerical examples
The heat capacity and TEC for face-centered cubic (fcc) metals Copper (Cu), Aluminum (Al), Gold (Au), Silver (Ag), Nickel (Ni), Palladium (Pd), Platinum(Pt) and Plumbum (Pb) from 0K to the melting point are calculated to validate our approach. The material parameters of these metals are shown in Table 1 . The RVE is set as 14.46Å × 14.46Å × 14.46Å, which contains 64 lattices. And the size of ERVE is 18.075Å × 18.075Å × 18.075Å. The temperature changes from T 0 = 0 to T end for each metal with T = 10K, where the temperature T end is a multiply of T and is slightly higher than the melting point. Besides, the potential energy for the metal materials is chosen as EAM potential energy and it is expressed as follows [29] [30] [31] [32] 
where r ij = |x i − x j | is the distance between the i-th and j-th atom,ρ i = j =i ρ(r ij ) is the electron cloud density, V (r ij ) and F (ρ i ) are the pair potential energy and embedded atom energy, respectively. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 display the values of the parameterδ(x, T ) and Grüneisen parameter γ(x, T ) of Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb from 0K to the melting point, respectively. It is found that both the parameterδ(x, T ) andγ(x, T ) have an approximate linear relationship with temperature. Therefore, the polynomial fitting formulae forδ(x, T ) andγ(x, T ) are shown as followsδ Table 2 displays the fitting coefficients p 0 , q 0 and q 1 ofδ(x, T ) andγ(x, T ) for metals Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb. Fig. 6 illustrates the numerical results of heat capacity for Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb from 0K to the melting point in present work, comparing with the data under harmonic approximation [1, 2] , quasi-harmonic approximation [4, 5] and experimental data [33] . The results of heat capacity show a temperature dependence. At temperatures lower than Debye temperature, the harmonic data, quasi-harmonic data and the data of present work could match the experimental data well. However, as temperature grows to the melting point, the harmonic data become constant and the quasi-harmonic data deviate from the experimental data gradually. While the data of present work are in good agreement with the experimental data both at temperatures lower and higher than Debye temperature, up to the melting point. Fig. 7 displays the numerical results of TEC for Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb from 0K to the melting point in present work, comparing with the data under quasi-harmonic approximation [4, 5] and the experimental data [33, 34] . The linear TEC has an analogous tendency as heat capacity. Similarly, the superiority of our approach is validated again by TEC. The numerical results of TEC based on our approach show better performance than the quasi-harmonic data, especially at the temperature higher than Debye temperature.
As can be observed from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , both the results of heat capacity and TEC of our approach are superior to the data under harmonic or quasi-harmonic approximation. The thermal vibration frequency obtained by (25) dynamically depend on the structural deformation and the temperature. Both the parameterγ andδ are temperature-dependent. Thus, at each temperature stage, the heat capacity and TEC that derived from the dynamic thermal vibration frequencies and the parameterγ as well asδ match the experimental data.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of metal crystalline materials by considering the dynamic thermal vibration. The Taylor expansion terms of Hamiltonian up to fourth-order are applied to establish the thermal vibration equations. It is worth to emphasize that the expansion points are at the transient structural deformation positions which influenced by the temperature and the stress. The thermal vibration frequencies are obtained by solving thermal vibration equations through Jacobi elliptic-function method. As a conclusion, the thermal vibration frequencies dynamically change with the structural deformation and the temperature. The relation of the thermal vibration frequency with the temperature plays a vital role to illustrate heat capacity and TEC in the case of high temperatures. Further, the parameterδ(x, T ) and Grüneisen parameterγ(x, T ), which show a linear correlation of the temperature, are introduced to derive the formulae of heat capacity and TEC. The numerical results for fcc metals Cu, Al, Au, Ag, Ni, Pd, Pt and Pb are in good agreement with the experimental data from 0K to the melting point, relative to the harmonic data and quasi-harmonic data. The approach developed in this paper could be extended to investigate the thermodynamic properties of other metal crystalline materials or their alloys with different lattice structures. Proof. The total potential energy U (x) in (4) can be written as follows Since the RVE we considered is in transient equilibrium state, each atom is in equilibrium of forces at any direction. Thus, there exist paired centrosymmetric atoms around each atom.
As is shown in Fig. 8 , the p-th and q-th atoms are centrosymmetric with respect to the i-th atom at α direction. Andr 
